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These eleven principles are our
guiding values. They are not
rules, commands or requests
and in some ways you may find
that it seems as though they
contradict each other. That is an
intentional part of their design,
you are free to interpret them
and colour them with your own
creative thought.
Yet, each principle does not stand alone, they collide,
yet are integral to each other, and their integrated
whole is infinitely greater than the sum of each
individual one.

The principles do not dictate how we should act,
rather they are a key. A key that is our Gift to you. A
key that unlocks the possibility that lies latent within
our ethos until you activate it and choose to share
what you find with the world. The principles are not
in order, you can choose a principle that inspires you
the most and embrace that one first. We hope that
through the journey you have with our community,
the power and purpose of each principle will reveal
itself to you.
We hope that they push you out of your comfort
zone. We hope that they force you to reach out.
Finally, we hope that through personal, authentic
experiences they connect you with something
larger than you are and help you understand, in the
deepest sense and through your actions, who you
really are.
Larry Harvey, author of the principles, writes on the
Burning Man website, “William James suggested
that the relevance of any idea should be gauged by
answering a simple question. What real difference
will it make if one believes it? How does that belief
affect the way that we conduct our lives? Judged
according to this standard, the principles have
proven to be useful, durable and productive; they
have enabled us to think and communicate, they
have enabled us to act, and they have helped us
to project our culture into the world. However, this
could cease to happen unless we remain ready to
constantly exercise and examine them.”
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What are the 11 Principles?
1. Radical Inclusion

Anyone may be a part of Blazing Swan. We welcome and respect
the stranger. No prerequisites exist for participation in our
community.
Think: Inclusion is not a strategy to help people fit into our
community. It is about transforming our community to make it better
for everybody.

2. Gifting

Blazing Swan is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift
is unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate a return or an
exchange for something of equal value, but nor can you expect to
be gifted to either.
Think: Sharing food for free without restriction is a revolutionary
act in a culture devoted to profit. Sharing food, clothing, time and
compassion with no expectations has a powerful political impact.

3. Decommodification

In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to
create social environments that are unmediated by commercial
sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to
protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution
of consumption for participatory experience.
Think: If only our eyes saw souls instead of bodies how very
different our ideals of beauty would be.
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4. Radical Self-reliance

Blazing Swan encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on
his or her inner resources.
Think: Trust your instincts. Form your own opinions. Make good choices.

5. Radical Self-expression

Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one
other than the individual or a collaborating group can determine its content.
It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should respect the
rights and liberties of the recipient.
Think: Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the
moments that take our breath away.

6. Communal Effort

Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to
produce, promote, and protect social networks, public spaces, works of art,
and methods of communication that support such interaction.
Think: The only people with whom you should try to get even are those
who have helped you.

Photo by Dominika Debska
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7. Civic Responsibility

We value civil society. Community members who organise events should assume
responsibility for public welfare and endeavour to communicate civic responsibilities to
participants. They must also assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance
with local, state and federal laws. Think: We shine like the sun when we understand the
responsibility that comes with our freedom.

8. Leaving No Trace

Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace
of our activities wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever
possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we found them. Think: And when
it was over, they knew us by the footprints from our dancing, the echoes of our laughter
and our dreams in their hearts.

9. Participation

Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that
transformative change, whether in the individual or in society, can occur only through the
medium of deeply personal participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is
invited to work. Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real through actions that
open the heart. Think: Change will not come if we wait for some other person or some
other time. We are the one’s we’ve been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.

10. Immediacy

Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our
culture. We seek to overcome barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner
selves, the reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact with a natural
world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for this experience. Think: This is
the secret of life – to be completely engaged with what you are doing in the here and now.
And instead of calling it work, realize it is play.

11. Consent
Respect the autonomy of the individual: every person has the right to make decisions about
their own body, property, and personal space. What you see as a gift might be a curse if it is
unwelcome (or unwanted), so when giving a gift, ask permission first. Only proceed if there
is consent between all parties.
Think: Do not ever assume that you have consent based upon what a person is wearing or
how they are acting. Consent must be mutual, definite, and given consciously, and persons
are free to change their mind at any time. Remember that consent for one act does not
imply consent for all acts, and consent given once does not mean that you have consent
every time. No always means no.
See our 11 Principles at blazingswan.com.au/11-principles

THEME CAMPS

Survival Guide
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THEME CAMPS

Dear future Theme Camp lead...
Photo by Christian Clowes

Thank you for expressing an
interest in contributing a theme
camp at Blazing Swan.
Whether you are proposing a new camp or the
return of a camp from a previous Blaze, this “Survival
Guide” provides you with important information
needed to make your Theme Camp a reality and a
success.
Why a “Survival Guide”? Well, the energy and
resources required to successfully design, build and
operate a Theme Camp are substantial. Most leads
of prior Blazing Swan Theme Camp’s will tell you that
it is not a job for the faint-hearted, but they will also
tell you of the enormous satisfaction that you and all
members of your camp will gain from the experience.
But to survive it with a smile on your face, you should
definitely read this document.
This guide is a living document, a continual work in
progress, prepared by the volunteer Theme Camp
Coordination, Risk/Regulatory Management and
Design/Communications teams. We are attempting
to compile all the information you need to contribute
to Blazing Swan 2018 in a way that will allow you
and the overall Blazing Swan event to navigate the
internal and external ‘hoops of bureaucracy”.

There’s no escaping these hoops, because without
jumping through them the Blaze Org cannot secure
(or comply with) the legally-binding requirements of
government regulatory agencies, our event insurers,
the landowner(s), equipment hire companies, etc.
And without their ongoing trust and support, Blazing
Swan would never become a reality.
Our eponymous 7-day Blazing Swan event is
centred on the temporary creation of Jilakin Rock
City, and is an experiment in temporary community
that provides Blazers with a canvas to enjoy and
express themselves, individually or in collaboration
with others. Like any settlement, Jilakin Rock
City requires residents, structures, activities and
infrastructure. Theme Camps contribute all of these
things to our City and are integral to Jilakin Rock City
and the Blazing Swan experience.
Theme Camps are the interactive core and the
cultural lifeblood of our community, and especially
of the Blazing Swan event. Without your continuous
hard work, creativity and determination it would not
be possible to create a culture of possibility and
nurture a network of dreamers and doers using our 11
guiding principles. This culture is manifested through
art, Communal Effort and innumerable acts of Radical
Self-Expression. Theme Camps create the platform
and space for these miracles of humanity to thrive.
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The Blazing Swan Committee and the event
organizing teams all understand the vital role that
Theme Camps play in this vision.

You inspire dreams that can
come true and facilitate
change and growth. Each
of you represents our larger
community on a smaller scale.
You are a home within a home
for our participants.
While we strongly encourage you to work towards
being Radically Self-Reliant, we also want to do
everything within our means to help you experience
autonomy, mastery and a sense of purpose in this
journey.
We hope that the Gift that you give to our community
gives you back a sense of meaning and gratification
that ultimately makes the blood, sweat and tears you
may lose in this endeavor, worth it.

The annual delivery of the Blazing Swan
event is dependent on the year-round
administrative, design, planning and
operational effort of the members of the
not-for-profit association, Blazing Swan
Incorporated; in particular the volunteer
Committee and the event organising team
members.
Our annual event could not take place
without approval permits from multiple
government regulatory agencies, our ability
to obtain reasonably priced insurances,
the ongoing support of the landowners
(and their neighbours) and the treasured
support of the local Kulin community.
Please remember this when reviewing the
compliance requirements that apply to
Theme Camps.
Please also remember that the principle
of Civic Responsibility applies both within
and beyond Jilakin Rock City, as do the
Federal, State and Local government laws
of Australia. It is essential that your Theme
Camp (or its members) not jeopardise
the trust/reputation and relationships
that have been built over many years and
will determine the long-term future of the
Blazing Swan event.
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This Survival Guide will give
you some practical, tangible
advice and point you in the right
direction while you formulate
the master plan for your Theme
Camp
Whether you are a new or returning Theme Camp,
the biggest imperative we have is to prevent burn
out. And the best way to prevent burnout is to be
prepared and delegate! We cannot emphasise this
enough…

Be prepared, and delegate!
Creating a Theme Camp is no small feat (whatever
the size) and we strongly encourage you to utilise
your network and our community to create the
support you need. We especially encourage you
new Theme Camp Leads to find a mentor, and for
members of our experienced existing Theme Camps
to extend the gift of their knowledge and experience
to our new theme camp leads.

Finally, we urge you to read slowly through every
page of this survival guide NOW. This will allow you
to get familiar with your responsibilities and duties as
a Theme Camp. It is important that you are aware of
and are willing to fulfil these responsibilities before
you get to work. Remember, knowledge is power
and ignorance is no excuse. The law still applies at
Blazing Swan and our first objective it to create an
event that is inclusive, accepting and SAFE. This
means that there are certain requirements and
regulations that each and every one of us must
abide by to ensure the longevity of our event and
community. Once you’ve ticked off those boxes we
can all work hard at having FUN.

Love, Kate, Oly, Richard and the many masterminds
masterminds behind this project.
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Starting your Theme Camp
Naming your
Theme Camp
When choosing a name for your Theme Camp (or
your artworks, events or activities), it is essential
that they not be a recognizable extension of any
commercial entity or business. This will be strictly
enforced, especially if members of your camp have
links with the commercial entity or business.
This is also of importance for camps that might want
to gift alcohol because State law in WA will require
you to obtain a liquor license if your gifting is seen
to provide an incentive for attracting future business,
sales or commercial reward – and Blazing Swan Inc.
will not allow licensed premises at Jilakin Rock City.

The Decommodification Principle
Your camp and its events must not visibly promote or
advertise a commercial products or business entities.
Similarly, you are not permitted to sell goods or
services at Blaze, or to gift merchandise to Blazers
in a manner that promotes your business or the
expectation of future business or reward.
We encourage you to build your camp from recycled
materials, but we cannot allow the use of materials
with prominent logos/branding. In 2017, we had
one camp structure use old billboard PVC wrap
that prominently displayed a land development
company brand and logo). We require prominent
corporate logos and brands on re-used material to
be thoroughly concealed/obscured.
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How to Register
and involve your Theme Camp

Photo by Christian Clowes

Like every organization, we have administrative stuff to do.
This allows the steps to make your Theme Camp aspirations a reality.

Nominate
To be considered for placement at Blazing Swan,
you must first nominate your camp by completing the
Camp Nomination Form. Your nomination will allow
us to assess your proposal and if it is accepted you
will be required to then submit a REGISTRATION
form. The Camp Nomination Form can be found here
on our website at

3. Camps must be neighbourly. This includes
keeping sound within set limits, controlling
where camp generators vent exhaust and quickly
resolving any boundary disputes that arise.
4. Returning camps must have a good previous
MOOP and Safety Compliance record.

blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

Criteria for Nomination
1.

Camps should be visually stimulating, have an
inviting design and a plan for participations e.g.,
bike parking and crowd management.

2. Camps must be interactive. They should include
activities, events and/or services within their
camps that are available to the entire Blazing
Swan community.

5. Camps must follow Blazing Swan safety
protocols and create a safe space for all
participants (this includes structural, electrical,
waste, sound and accessibility requirements, as
well as fire, fuel and generator management and
any other areas defined by the organization’s org
management team).
Please be aware that if you are running more than
one theme camp you will not get funded for the
second theme camp. The primary reason for this is
because running just one theme camp is more than
enough work and we want to prevent burnout at all
costs.
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Register
Once your Theme Camp nomination has been
approved, your conversation with the org begins.
If you are a returning theme camp, this process
should be relatively streamlined. If you are new it will
depend on how comprehensively you have met our
safety requirements.
The application conversation will require you to give
us enough information to enable us to classify you
according to the complexity of your proposal (eg
structures, experience, past performance, complexity
versus risk. You will be classified as high/med/low
risk. High risk means you will need a sign off from
an electrician or engineer prior to event. You need
to ensure you have the experience within your
camp necessary to trust, this includes assigning a
competent person within your Theme Camp.

Once we have received a Letter of Offer and your
plans are officially approved you will be registered.
This means you will be eligible to apply for theme
camp tickets, grants and other support. All registered
theme camps will also be publicised and printed
in the Blazing Swan 2018 WTF (Where’s The Fun)
Guide, which is distributed to all Blazing Swan ticket
holders. Further information on the assessment and
allocation of grants is provided below.
We will use the registration information to place
camps in an area that is optimal for their goals while
attempting to minimising negative impacts, such as
genre conflicts and operating times. Many factors
go into placing camps at Jilikan Rock City (JRC) such
as: sound, size, activities and goals, and if you have
been to JRC before.
Sound camps or louder camps are placed in our
higher-noise area, while camps seeking quieter
locations get placed in the quieter camping zone.
Where you are placed is determined by the quality of
nomination forms as well as prior knowledge of your
camp.

Pre-event
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Promote your Theme Camp!
We want to encourage maximal participation in your
interactive activities! The best way to be interactive
is to let people know what you are doing so they can
come and participate. In this light, please let us know
what you are planning so we can put it into the WTF
Guide and promote it in the newsletter throughout
the year. Most camps will host 2-4 big nights (so they
can enjoy parties at others camps as well). When
you let us know your schedule, we can coordinate
with the rest of the community to make sure the fun
lasts all week, and that you can work hard and play
harder.

Teamwork and Community
Creating a Theme Camp takes commitment,
time and good organisational skills. It is hard but
rewarding work, and we advise that you create a
team of people to help you. We encourage you to
create a Facebook page or group. Here you can
share what your camp is bringing to JRC and even
get new members for your camp! This is also a great
way to coordinate your theme camp members.

Buddy System
We strongly suggest that you network and find a
Theme Camp mentor if you are new. If you can find
an experienced theme camp leader who will be
placed near you or has similar aims, learning from
their experience, advice and mistakes will be an
invaluable resource for you.

Paperwork
It is essential to make sure your paperwork is up
to date. The documents to be completed will be
uploaded to the blazing swan website for you
to download. You will be emailed when they are
available. Your camp will not be allowed to open at
the event until all paper work is completed.

Storage and Space at the Swan’s Nest
Storage and space is available for a small fee at
Blazing Swan’s own warehouse, the Swan’s Nest
in Fremantle. Theme Camps get discounted rates
compared to the general public. Their is space
to store your Theme Camp bgear year round,
and worskshop space and tools to hire. Checkout
the Swan Nest’s Facebook page at fb.com/
TheSwansNest, or email nest@blazingswan.com.au.
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Event Time

Photo by Amy Richardson

Early Entry

Camping

All registered Theme Camps are allowed early
access to the JRC this year from Sunday, 25th
March. This allows you a full four days to set up
your personal camping areas, and to prepare and
decorate your camp so it’s nice and shiny come
opening day. Your camp lead must register and
oversee the quantity and distribution of tickets for
early entry. All Theme Camps will need to have their
structures approved by the Wednesday 28th March.
You will not be allowed to open if approvals are not
met.

Theme Camp area now occupies nearly all of the
‘prime’ camping areas at Blazing Swan. This is a
deliberate strategy to incentivise participants to join
Theme Camps.

Safety
There will be a daily checklist for compliance, safety
and regulations. This will be provided to you via
email prior to the event, and explained in detail at
the last Theme Camp meeting before the event.

Transport
Help with transport to the event is available for a
small fee, contact nest@blazingswan.com.au

As Theme Camp leaders it is
your responsibility to quantify
and organise who is camping
with you and to let us know so
we can allocate you enough
space to accommodate your
public and private camping
areas.
Please note, you will not be allowed to access theme
camps after dark via vehicle, so it important that your
crew arrives in day light if they want to set up in a
Theme Camp.
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Post-Event
Departure

Grants

All Theme Camps will have to vacate the site by
midday on Thursday, 5th April, two days after the
event has closed. This is so we can clean up the rest
of the event by the weekend. After the event closes
on the April 3rd, no music or parties will be allowed
and if any occur they will be immediately shut down
by management.

You will not be given the last 30% of your grant until
after the event. This is so we can ensure that you
have delivered on what you agreed to provide in
your proposal. Allocating these funds may take up to
two months, as all the different departments need to
communicate (e.g., safety, finances and regulation).
There is more information on grants below:

Photo by Dominika Debska
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How to get support
and money for your Theme Camp

Photo by Dominika Debska

Fundraising
Bringing a successful Theme Camp to Blazing Swan
requires the investment of time, energy and money.
Although Blazing Swan provides some support
through its Theme Camp Grants program, the grant
monies wil not be enough to deliver a Theme Camp.
To raise additional funds for your camp, we
encourage you to recruit camp members to pay
“camp fees” and organize fundraiser events during
the year. This will not only help you raise funds
for your camp, but will also allow you to test and
troubleshoot components of your theme camp.

Promotion and Publicity
Registered theme camps can promote their events
through Blazing Swan social media and newsletters,
however, please be aware that you cannot make
appear as though Blazing Swan is running the event.
As a guide, avoid using the word “Blazing Swan” in
your event name. Please contact us so we can help
you determine the correct wording for your event.

Tickets
The ticket price has been increased for 2018. The
reasons for the price increased are outlined in detail
on the website: blazingswan.com.au/2018-tickets.
All participants of Blazing Swan must hold a valid
ticket to obtain entry into the event.

In recognition of the significant
time and effort invested by
Camp Leads and their mostactive camp members, a limited
quantity of subsidised tickets
are available allocated by
Committee exclusively for each
approved registered theme
camps.
Deadline for Theme Camp Tickets
The deadline for purchasing theme tickets is in
November. Check the exact deadline date and the
full Timeline for Theme Camps at:
blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps.
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Theme Camp Grants
Photo by Christian Clowes

Blazing Swan will again be issuing Theme Camp
grants to help you realise your camp goals. We first
trialed this in 2017 and it worked well, and was of
course popular. We are tweaking the system a little
each year to iron out any issues.
The amount of money available for Theme Camp
grants is dependent upon the allocated ‘Discount
Theme Camp’ tickets being sold.
If you are a registered Theme Camp is it therefore
best that your camp members purchase Theme
Camp tickets, not general public tickets, to ensure
a maximal income flow for Theme Camps (as this
created under subscription last year so we had less
money available for grants).

Paid before & after Blazing Swan
70% of the Theme Camp grant is paid prior to the
event. The remaining 30% is withheld after the
event and the proportion that is issued will after
the event and is depend upon your Theme Camp’s
performance and conduct at Jilakin Rock City. Over
90% of Theme Camps at Blaze 2017 received their
full residual.

Amount of Grant
The amount of grant money you receive will

depend on what your Theme Camp provides to
the community. After the nomination forms are
completed, the Event Org will rank Theme Camps in
tiers based on our assessment of the following:
1.

The extent to which your camp is multifaceted,
unique, interactive, aesthetic, etc).

2. The amount of time that your camp will be open,
delivering its gifts, throughout the event.
3. Whether you have you been before (i.e. if you are
a known and proven entity that delivered on the
goals, structures, artworks, plans and activities
you promised to deliver last year.
4. How comprehensively your crew and camp
members abide by the Blazing Swan principles,
in particular the Leave No Trace and Civic
Responsibility principles, and the Theme Camp
compliance requirements.
New camps will also receive a small bonus.

Ready for the Event
Note that it is expected that Camps and Artists
receiving Grants have their camp/artwork completed
and compliance-approved, ready for public use/
access before the event gates open to the public
on midday 28th March 2017. Residual grant monies
will be reduced by 20% for every 6-hour delay in
opening.
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Timeline
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This is the timeline for Theme Camps in the lead up
to Blazing Swan each year. Dates and deadlines
may vary, so it’s important to stay in touch with us.

For the latest and most accurate
timeline and dates, please
follow:

•

Late November
Theme Camp grants allocated (70%)

•

Late November
Theme Camp Briefing Session #2

Facebook Group:

•

Late January
Late Theme Camp Nominations Close
(These Camps may get placement but no grant)

Website:

•

Timeline

Late January
Theme camp paperwork due - all structural sign
offs, design detail, engineering approval, letter
of certification etc.

•

July
Nominations open

Late January
Blazing Swan paperwork to Kulin Shire

•

End of July
Theme Camp Briefing Session #1

Easter
Blazing Swan event

•

September
Blazing Swan Inc AGM

1 day after Event
End of Noise

•

Mid November
Theme Camp tickets close

2 days after Event
Last day to leave site

•

June
Remainder of grants paid (30%)

fb.com/groups/ThemeCampHubBlazingSwan

blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

•
•
•
•
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Design & Plan
Your Theme Camp

Photo by Dominika Debska

Be Radically
Self-Reliant
Although Blazing Swan will attempt to Gift to Theme
Camps as much support and assistance as we can,
ultimately it is your aim to be Radically Self-Reliant.
Please ensure all your needs are thoroughly thought
through to make your camp completely autonomous.
This includes power, water and building equipment.

Be prepared to Leave No Trace
and haul everything out that
you’ve brought in – plus more
MOOP that other people ‘gifted’
to your camp.
If your camp is to be burned, be prepared to clean
up any debris left over, including screws and nails.
And (seriously) all cigarette butts, easter egg
wrappers, glitter and cable ties. The managing
principle of our city is LEAVE NO TRACE. There are
no bins or rubbish collection service for the site,
and your ability to come back as a theme camp
and receive the last of your grant is reliant on your
adherence to this principle.

New for 2018
There are two important changes relevant to Theme
Camps attending Blazing Swan 2018.

1. Generators

Theme Camps must be entirely
self-reliant in meeting their need
for electricity.
In previous years the Org has incurred financial loss
attempting to facilitate shared generators between
Theme Camps with varying power needs. For
a more fuel-efficient and cost-effective solution,
Theme Camps are encouraged to organise their
own generators, sharing with neighbours where
appropriate.
Theme Camps placed in the low-noise “Infinate
Loop” area of Jilakin Rock City may be granted
access to underground power facilities if their power
use is ultra-low.
We encourage Theme Camps to explore solar and
wind power, select energy efficient equipment and/
or collaborate with nearby camps to create hubs
to share your hired equipment. If you talk with
us, we can help you find discounted hire rates for
generators, distribution equipment and freight/
transportation. For those with diesel generators,
we can also assist with on-site refueling (but this will
require pre-payment).
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Design & Plan
Guide for Generators

2. Showers

You should first consider environmentally friendly
energy solutions but if you do choose to bring and
share a generator, please be considerate of others
by following these guidelines:

Blazing Swan will not provide
showers this year.

•

•
•
•
•

Bring the quietest generator you can afford, and
the smallest that will meet your actual needs.
Larger generators are more difficult to transport,
use more fuel and create more pollution.
Don’t run your generator late at night or early in
the morning.
Place the generator as far from other camps as
possible.
Cover your generator with a sound shield or
baffle. Do NOT bury it to shield the noise.
Make sure people can’t trip over any power
cords. Water can also be a real risk so you
need to look at getting RCD’s attached to the
generators.

We are one of the only Burns in the world that has
provided showers. The supply and subsequent
disposal of wastewater is environmentally
unsustainable, being beyond the capacity of the
Kulin region’s supply and wastewater treatment
facility infrastructure. The financial cost of supply
and disposal is also imposing an unreasonable
burden on Blazing Swan Inc.
If your theme camp provides it’s own shower facility,
or people camping with yout theme camp bring their
own shower facilitity, you will need to be concious of
water drainage, which is considered MOOP - matter
out of place. Grey water must be taken off site, or
evaporated.

Photo by Giselle Natassia
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Theme Camp Compliance
Securing government agency approvals and
insurance for Blazing Swan requires a lot of work by
the event organization team. Not least because with
the exception of the Swan Effigy and Temple, the
structures and activities are not provided by the Org,
but instead by creative people like you.

It is a non-negotiable requirement of
all Theme Camps at Blazing Swan
that they are designed, constructed,
operated and removed at eventclose, so that they do not cause
injury or harm to any person or the
environment.
Each year the Org team must demonstrate to
government regulators and our insurers that we can
be trusted to abide by Federal, State and Local laws,
and that our Theme Camps and Artists will comply
with regulatory requirements, and implement the
safeguards that we promise they will implement.
To make things easier for Theme Camps and Artists,
the Event Org team has created a toolkit that
compiles the legal and policy requirements into a
single packcage. Not every requirement will apply
to your camp, but you must design, construct and
operate your camp to comply with any that do.
Your Theme Camp Lead must also nominate to Event
Org a “Competent Person” who will jointly share
the responsibility and legal liability for ensuring all
compliance requirements are met during design,
construction, operation/exhibition and pack-down.
Most importantly when at Blaze, upon erecting and
fitting out the publicly accessible zone in your camp
BUT before allowing the public to enter, the Camp
Lead and the Competent Person must inspect it
using the SCC checklist form and submit a signed
declaration to Blaze Org confirming the Theme
Camp is safe and compliant. Only then are you
legally authorized to allow public access.

Photo by Sarah Matheson

If we lose the trust of government regulators or our
insurers, we may lose the ability to hold Blazing
Swan. In turn, we trust you to do the right thing. If
the Org team loses trust in your Theme Camp, we
may refuse to allow you tor return or impose more
stringent/expensive requirements on your camp.
It only takes one theme camp, artist exhibit or
reckless Blazer to cause the fatality, serious injury or
media incident that could lead to Blazing Swan being
shut down. Don’t be that person.

Competent Person
Every Theme Camp Lead must
appoint a Competent Person for
their Theme Camp.
The Competent Person formal registration is
required when the Letter of Offer is accepted. The
safety performance of design, construction and
operation of your Theme Camp and/or Artworks
must be managed and monitored by a “competent
person”, meaning a person of demonstrable practical
knowledge and experience, to confirm (and will
share legal liability and practical responsibility
for confirming) the camp/artwork complies with
the technical and practical aspects of the various
applicable Blazing Swan policies and legal/legislative
requirements. Please read the Theme Camp /
Artwork Compliance Package for more information.
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Structural Risk

Sound Camps

There are an enormous variety
of structures at Blazing Swan.
Off-the-shelf shelters are easiest
for beginners, as they should
come with an engineered
wind-rating and installation
instructions.

If you have a large sound system and/or plan to
play some kicking tunes really loud you will be
placed in the Sound Camp (loud) area. Remember
we are a community and free expression is
allowed as long as we are not impacting on others
experiences negatively.

Custom structures pose challenges but we will
work with you to make it as easy as possible. Note
however that Blaze does not provide an structural
engineering advisory service. It is your responsibility
to demonstrate to us that your structure won’t
collapse or blow over. At previous Blaze events,
wind-speeds have exceeded 70kmh and the rain can
transform firm clay to sloppymud very quikly.
Theme Camp or Artwork structures that exceed 3
metres in height, or create a publicly-accessible
enclosure larger than 50 metres squared (eg 5m x
10m) will requre detailed assessment. Structures
that are purchased off-the-shelf are easier to
secure pre-approval. If they are off-the-shelf tents,
then assessed attract review. All structures will
require a Mandatory Structural Approval Authority
Sign Off. Please read the “Theme Camp – Artwork
Compliance Manual” for more information.

Each year, the Blaze organizing team must obtain
event permits and ensure we keep the government
agencies and the local community happy. There is a
limit to the level of sound we can cumulatively
emit from Jilakin Rock City. In addition, we need to
ensure ALL participants enjoy the event and have a
canvas that allows ALL participants to bestow their
gifts. Blaze is not a Doof, an Acoustic Folk Festival,
a Rave or a Meditative retreat. All these activities
and others are equally valued at Blaze.
All camps (but especially those with big PA systems)
must collectively manage noise in accordance with
zone neighbor and JRC community expectations,
plus ensure Blaze remains compliant with the
WA Noise Regulations and Blazing Swan Noise
Management Plan.
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Layout Plans
Photo by Lucy Barrett

When developing your Layout Plan, we recommend
that you clearly differentiate between:

•

Mark out significant features and each project
within your camp area:
• Public and private camp areas
• Camp entrance
• Main structure or area for the participant
interactions?
• Vehicle parking
• Generator(s)
• Camp frontage view is helpful

•

When submitting your plan as a digital file, be
sure the file name is your unique camp name
(NOT the generic “camp plan” or “layout plan”).
When writing or replying to us, ensure your camp
name is in the subject line of all emails.

1.

The “PUBLIC” zone into which you will welcome
admission of the general public, and
2. The “PRIVATE” zone that will only be accessible
to your Theme Camp crew and immediate/
personal friends.

Following the guidelines below,
please prepare your camp
layout plan prior to starting your
Nomination Form.
•

•
•
•
•

Send us a JPG, PNG or PDF file of your camp
layout, up to approximately 1MB. Handdrawn layouts are discouraged, but you may
photograph a drawing or sculpture of your layout
with a digital camera, in order to create a JPG file
for submission. Please make sure you include
your camp name and contact information in your
camp plan.
Layout plans must be an overhead view of your
camp.
Include both frontage and depth dimensions in
feet.
Avoid dark, cluttered backgrounds so we can
print easily in black and white.
We know they’re visually impressive, but please
do not use satellite photos of previous years.

•

Below is an example from Glow Labs, and their
theme camp layout plan:
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Safety Guidelines
Photo by Sam Luckman

Mutant Vehicles

Flame Effects

Mutant vehicles (a.k.a. Art Cars) are registered and
managed separate from Theme Camps, under
standalone nomination, vehicle registration, vehicle
inspection and driver licensing processes. However,
if your Theme Camp will host a Mutant Vehicle,
please tell us about it when you nominate your
Theme Camp. For more information on Mutant
Vehicles, contact the Jilakin Rock City’s Department
of Mutant Transportation (DMT).

If you plan to have any fire of flame effects in your
Theme Camp you MUST notify the Theme Camps
Crew to discuss your plans by the 1st of September.
The Theme Camps Crew requires sufficient time
to consider the dangers associated with your fire/
flame effect and to recommend the necessary safety
precautions required by your camp in order to run
the effect. You will need sufficient time to potentially
modify your effect to make it safe and if it is a flame
projection device, potentially secure your own
certification and insurance to cover your operation of
the device.

blazingswan.com.au/participate/mutant-vehicles

Fire Barrels and Fire Pits
If your theme camp will have an open flame fire, it
must be installed in a safe location with minimum
3m radius of bare-ground around the fire, plus a
minimum 6m distance between the fire and any tent
or structure. No open fires are permitted inside tents.
If a publicly accessible area of your Theme Camp
will have a wood stove or gas burner, you must also
provide details (including proposed safeguards) in
your Theme Camp nomination.

If you want to have fire in your
Theme Camp it must meet
certain design, placement and
operating requirements.
You must include basic details of your fire in your
Theme Camp registration. You must later provide full
details when you apply for its registration with the
JRC Fire Department prior to 31st of January, 2017.
The JRC Fire Department conduct final verification
checks at Blaze and you cannot operate your fire
until they have given the official OK and stenciled
your fire.

Flame effects that have not been assessed as safe
and issued a Burn Permit will not be allowed to
operate at Jilakin Rock City.

Fire Extinguisher
All camps must have as a minimum, a 2.3kg ABE
fire extinguisher in their camp, however most
camps will be legally required to provide larger fire
extinguishers (and more than one). We also require
fire balnkets (or at least wet towels) be installed in all
Theme Camp and private camp kitchens.

Lasers
The use of Lasers at Blazing Swan is strictly
managed in accordance with State laws. Blazing
Swan requires all Lasers brought on-site to be
pre-registered, and depending on its “Class” they
may only be permitted on-site if owned by a WARClicensed Laser Safety Officer. Contact the Blaze Fun
Police for more information if you are thinking of
bringing Lasers. Be aware that there is a complete
ban on ALL handheld lasers at Blazing Swan - No
exceptions. Eyesight is too precious to lose.
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First Aid Kit

MOOP Plan

Blazing Swan has a Medical Station in operation
during the event (not before or after), but individual
camps must be self-reliant for basic first aid and
personal health/hygiene.

You will need to organise a Leave No Trace plan
for your camp, which you will be asked to submit to
the Theme Camp Team when you nominate your
theme camp online. This will be made easier by
assigning a MOOP officer for each day, or having
group MOOP sweeps. E.g., if you are a sound camp
you can turn off the music for 15 minutes every few
hours and ask people to help you clear away MOOP.
You will need to make sure your theme camp does a
comprehensive MOOP sweep of your camp before
you leave, as the MOOP team will then come and
collect what is left.

Keep a “very” well-stocked first aid kit in your camp.
If possible, have at least one member of your camp
certified in first aid and CPR – and delegate them
responsibility for in-house first-aid and care. Think
about the injuries and illness your camp members
might experience during set-up, operation, packdown and transport. Your camp should be self-reliant
for minor injuries and illnesses, headaches, etc.

M.O.O.P
MOOP is matter out of place.
It not only involves rubbish (yours and any left in
your theme camp area), but anything that was not
originally there (eg If you move rocks to create a fire
pit, then you need to move them back). Remember,
this is a farming area so if you leave large rocks
around, the farmers will need to clear them before
they can use their harvesters there.
Every little bit of MOOP needs to be picked up,
including nails, cable ties, peanut and eggshells,
glitter, cigarette butts, easter wrappers, and anything
and everything that is not part of the natural
environment and that was not originally there.

Double Gees
We also recommend that each camp has a ‘double
gee jar,’ these very sharp prickles and a notorious
weed that can destroy a farm if introduced. They
must not be taken off site and it is imperative that we
try to collect them and burn them during the event
rather than allowing them to sneak home with you.
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Connections & Contacts

Sarah Matheson

Blazing Swan will try to assist you where we can and
provide as much information to help you bring the
gift of your camp to the Blaze. If you are unable to
find the information you are after on Facebook or our
website, then please email us your questions.

Theme Camp Directory

Theme Camps on the
Blazing Swan website
Later in the year we will also publish details of
each approved Theme Camp on our website.
These details are provided by each camp in their
nomination form. This will enable you to collaborate
and coordinate with other Theme Camps.

Facebook
• fb.com/BlazingSwan
• fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanCommunity
• fb.com/groups/ThemeCampHubBlazingSwan
• fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanEvents
• fb.com/TheSwansNest

Checkout the list of Theme Camps at:
• blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

Website
• blazingswan.com.au
• http://blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

30% of participants spontaneously volunteer during
the event, and this is very much appreciated.
Registering formally as a volunteer, however, allows
organisers to manage their crews more effectively
(and not panic so much about the apparent gaps).

Emails
• themecamps@blazingswan.com.au
• comms@blazingswan.com.au
• newsletter@blazingswan.com.au

Volunteering

Volunteering is a great way for first timers to get
across and immerse themselves into the best of
the Blaze, and it is a great way for Theme Camp
organisers and members to see something outside
their Theme Camp.
For more information and registration forms,
checkout:
• blazingswan.com.au/participate/volunteer
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